There are some again, who habitually keep their friends to An op-themselves. The Roberts are generous with their friends as ponentof with all else. In their panelled room at Lincoln's Inn, at the privilege table whose polished surface reflects back glass, silver, china and flowers (always exquisitely arranged by their maid) with redoubled brilliance, wine, food and company, combined with Ellis's Johnsonian presence, are at their most stimulating; and Ellis's wit! upon someone expressing surprise that X, a notorious snob, should have married his cook, Ellis remarked: But of course! she can get him an entree any-^where. Ellis and Harriet Roberts will not only help lame dogs over stiles, but in their joyous company dogs will bound over the highest gates and hedges, And what an excellent critic is Ellis Roberts! Like Desmond MacCarthy he brings an impartial critical faculty to bear on contemporary writers 'as though he were considering a classic'.
Ellis Roberts, like James Stephens, places Leo Myers' Root and the Flower above any contemporary work of fiction. Myers is a lonely figure. Sensitive, fastidious and aloof, he has forced himself to look on the brutish elements of life, to acknowledge the bitter sequence of events which men's short memories allow them to gloss over. He knows that in the midst of our dilemmas, dilemmas we must honestly attempt to meet before they overwhelm us, we can only depend on our individual spiritual integrity. If war should come,' he said to my younger son, 'you must make up your mind now, whether to fight or emigrate, to be a conscientious objector or to join the Quakers; only donst let yourself be caught in the sudden whirlwind.'
No one would suspect, finding Leo Myers so reticently correct in his bearing, so fastidiously dressed, the feelings which burn within him against the unquestioned acceptance of the material advantages which wealth and hereditary birth bring to individuals and their families.
Hudson once wrote of the great trees under whose shadow nothing wholesome could grow. So Myers is a fierce opponent of a privileged class, recognizing the charm of true 259

